We discuss the coexistence of antiferromagnetism and d-wave superconductivity within the statistically-consistent Gutzwiller approximation (SGA) to the t-J-U model. In this approach, the averages calculated in a self-consistent manner coincide with those determined variationally. Such consistency is not guaranteed within the standard Renormalized Mean Field Theory (RMFT). With the help of SGA we show that the coexistence of antiferromagnetism (AF) and superconductivity (SC) appears only in a very narrow range of doping δ ≲ 0.006 in the vicinity of the Mott insulating state. The spin-singlet superconductivity disappears at the doping δ ≈ 1 3, in accordance with experiment for almost all cuprate high-temperature superconductors. In the coexistent AF+SC phase a very small staggered spin-triplet component of the superconducting gap appears also naturally.
I. INTRODUCTION: RATIONALE FOR t-J-U MODEL
High-temperature superconductivity is often described within the effective t-J model, 1,2 when transformed to the form with the pairing operators in an explicit form (for the early review see Ref. 3 ). It provides a successful rationalization of a number of experimental results such as dome-like shape of the superconductivity appearance on the phase diagram, 4 non-Fermi liquid behavior of the normal state for the underdoped and optimally doped systems, 5-7 a disappearance of the pairing gap magnitude in the antiferromagnetic state, albeit only at the doping δ = 0, 7, 8 and the doping dependence of the photoemission spectrum in the antinodal directions.
9,10 All these features represent an attractive starting point for a further analysis (for a review see e.g. Ref. 11) .
In the effective t-J model, the value of the kinetic exchange integral J ij does not necessarily coincide with the value J ij = 4t 2 ij U obtained perturbationally from the Hubbard model. 2 Instead, it expresses an effective coupling between the copper spins in the milieu of mixed copper-oxygen 2p-3d holes.
12 Therefore, one may say that the values of the hopping integral t ij and that of antiferromagnetic exchange J ij in that model, are practically independent. Typically, the ratio t J ≈ 3 is taken what corresponds to the value U (8 t ) = 1.5 in the context of the two-dimensional Hubbard model, i.e. after introducing the bare bandwidth W = 8 t in the tightbinding approximation for a square lattice, we obtain the ratio U W = 1.5 which is not sufficiently large for the transformation of the original Hubbard model into the t-J model to be valid to the low order. In that situation we are, strictly speaking, not in the strong correlation limit U W ≫ 1, in which the t-J model was derived in the first place. 1, 2 In that situation, one may propose, that in order to account properly for the strong electronic correlations (the bare Hubbard parameter U for Cu 2+ ion is 8-10 eV ≫ W ∼ 2 eV), we can add the Hubbard term U ∑ ini↑ni↓ to the t-J model expression in the second order. In this manner, we regard in this still effective single-band model the exchange integral J ij as coming from full superexchange involving the oxygen ions rather than from the effective kinetic exchange only (for critical overview c.f. Ref. 13 ). This argument may be regarded as one of the justifications for introducing the t-J-U model (first used by Daul, 14 Our purpose is to undertake a detailed analysis of the paired (SC) state within the t-J-U model and its coexistence with the two-sublattice antiferromagnetism in two dimensions. In this respect, detailed studies of the t-J-U model have been carried out by Zhang, 16 Gan, 40 We show that the above problems appearing in the standard formulation, can be overcome by introducing, with the help of Lagrange multiplier method, the constraints assuring the equivalence of the two above ways of determining the mean-field values. This is the principal idea of our statistically consistent Gutzwiller approach (SGA). 41, 42 Using SGA, we obtain that AF is stable only in the presence of SC in a very narrow region close to the Mott-Hubbard insulating state, corresponding to the half-filled (undoped) situation. Additionally, in this AF-SC coexistent phase, a small staggered spin-triplet component of the superconducting gap appears naturally, in addition to the d-wave spin-singlet component. Furthermore, a universal upper-critical doping concentration δ = δ c ≈ 1 3 for the disappearance of the pure spin singlet superconductivity is obtained in the strong correlation limit, in agreement with the experimental data for the cuprates, 7,9 as well as with the recent statistically-consistent mean-field results for the t-J model.
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The structure of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we define the model and provide the definition of the mean-field parameters. In Sec. III we introduce the constraints with the corresponding Lagrange multipliers to guarantee the consistence of the self-consistent and the variational procedures of determining those mean fields parameters. The full minimization procedure is also outlined there. In Sec. IV we discuss the numerical results, as well as provide the values of the introduced Lagrange multipliers. In Sec. V we summarize our results and compare them with those of other works. In Appendix A we discuss general form of the hopping amplitude and the superconducting gap, as well as some details of the analytic calculations required to determine the ground state energy. In Appendix B we present an alternative and equivalent procedure of introducing the Lagrange multipliers to that presented in the main text.
II. t-J-U MODEL
We start from the t-J-U model as represented by the Hamiltonian 16,30,31
where ∑ ⟨i j⟩ denotes the summation over the nearestneighboring sites, t is the hopping integral, J is the exchange coupling constant,Ŝ i is the spin operator in the fermion representation and U is the on-site Coulomb repulsion magnitude.
We study properties of the above Hamiltonian using the Gutzwiller variational approach, 44 in which the trial wave function has the form 33,36,37 Ψ⟩ =P G Ψ 0 ⟩, wherê P G is an operator reducing the contribution of configurations with double on-site occupancies and Ψ 0 ⟩ is an eigenstate of some single-particle Hamiltonian (not determined as yet). Since the correlated state Ψ⟩ is related to Ψ 0 ⟩, the average value of the HamiltonianĤ can be expressed as 
is the effective Hamiltonian resulting from the Gutzwiller Approximation 44 (GA). In the above formula d 2 is the average double-occupancy probability, g t and g s are the Gutzwiller renormalization factors 45, 46 
where n is the average number of electrons (occupancy) per site. To consider AF order the lattice is divided into two sublattices: A, where the majority of spins are ↑, and B, where the majority of spins are ↓. For A sublattice, we have that r ≡ ⟨n i↑ ⟩ = (n − m AF ), where m AF is the antiferromagnetic (staggered) spin polarization per site. For B sublattice, the definitions of w and r are interchanged. Such division allows us to express the average number of electrons on site i with spin σ as
with Q ≡ (π, π), and with R i denoting position vector of site i. In order to evaluate ⟨Ĥ eff ⟩ 0 we define the following bare (nonrenormalized) quantities: the hopping amplitude for the nearest neighbors ⟨i, j⟩
the pairing order parameter
where τ ij ≡ 1 for j = i±x and τ ij ≡ −1 for j = i±ŷ (in order to ensure the d-wave symmetry). In consequence, the spin-singlet (∆ S ) and the spin-triplet (∆ T ) components of the gap are defined as
The graphical representation of ∆ A and ∆ B is provided in Fig. 1 
where Λ is the number of atomic sites in the system. In what follows, we incorporate the statistical-consistency constraints into the present formulation and determine the physical ground-state energy as limiting value (for temperature T → 0) of the grand thermodynamic potential.
III. QUASIPARTICLE STATES AND MINIMIZATION PROCEDURE FOR THE GROUND STATE
Following Refs. [40] [41] [42] 49 , and 50, we write the meanfield grand Hamiltonian in the form (10) with µ being the chemical potential, and the Lagrange multipliers {λ} are introduced in general for each operator whose average appears in W (Eq. (9)). The Lagrange multipliers can be interpreted as the correlation-induced effective fields. Those fields are assumed to have the same symmetry as corresponding to them averages (cf. Eqs. (5), (6) , and (7)), namely
The effective Hamiltonian in form (10) and the constraints (11a)-(11c) constitute the statistically consistent Gutzwiller approach (SGA) discussed in the remaining part of the paper. To diagonalizeK, we perform first the space Fourier transform. The result can be rewritten in the following 4 × 4 matrix form
k+Q↑ ,ĉ −k+Q↓ , the sum is evaluated over the reduced (magnetic) Brillouin zone ( k x + k y ⩽ π), and
where for the square lattice
Diagonalization ofM k yields four branches of eigenvalues with their explicit form
where l = 1, . . . , 4, and
The energies {E lk } l=1,...,4 represent quasiparticle bands after all the parameters (mean-fields parameters, the Lagrange multipliers, and d), are determined variationally. Next, we define the generalized grand potential functional at temperature T > 0 as given by
and β ≡ 1 k B T . As we are interested in the ground-state properties (T = 0), we take the T → 0 limit. We have checked that taking k B T = 0.002 t is sufficient for the practical purposes. Explicitly, F has then the following form
The necessary conditions for the minimum of F subject to constraints (5), (6), (7) are
where the five mean-field parameters are labeled collectively as ⃗ A, and the Lagrange multipliers as ⃗ λ. Explicitly, we obtain the following set of equations
where f (E lk ) ≡ 1 1 + e βE lk . Eqs. . The stable phase is determined by the solution which has the lowest physical free energy defined by
where F 0 denotes the value of F obtained at the minimum. Eqs. (20a)-(20j) are solved numerically using GNU Scientific Library (GSL). 51 For selected analytic tasks Mathematica v. 7 has been used. Unless stated otherwise, we present the results for t = −1, J = t 3, β t = 500 on a two-dimensional square-lattice of size Λ = 512 × 512 with periodic boundary conditions.
IV. RESULTS: PHASE DIAGRAM AND MICROSCOPIC CHARACTERISTICS
A representative phase diagram on the Coulomb repulsion U -hole doping δ plane is exhibited in Fig. 2 . We find three stable phases: paramagnetic (PM), superconducting (SC) and phase with coexisting SC and antiferromagnetic order (AF+SC). The pure AF stable phase is found only for δ ≡ 1 − n = 0 and U t > 10.6. The region where the AF+SC appears is limited to a very close vicinity of the Mott insulating state (hole doping range δ ∈ (0, 0.006)). The result is in qualitatively agreement with some experimental works where the region of AF+SC was reported to be narrow (cf. e.g. Bernhard
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(study of Ba(Fe 1−x Co x ) 2 As 2 ) where the coexistence region is not wider than 0.02 (of the hole doping range)).
For further analysis we restrict ourselves to U t = 12, as marked by the dashed vertical line in Fig. 2. In Figs. 3  and 4 we plot the doping dependence of the mean-fields and the correlation fields, as marked in the Figures. The magnitude of ∆ T is non-zero only in the region with AF order (i.e., m AF ≠ 0).
The correlated spin-singlet gap parameter in real space is defined as
(⟨ĉ i∈A ↓ĉj∈B↑ ⟩ − ⟨ĉ i∈A↑ĉj∈B ↓ ⟩ + H.c.) , (22) where the average is calculated using the Gutzwiller wave function Ψ⟩, instead of Ψ 0 ⟩. Approximately (within GA), the correlated (physical) SC order parameters can be expressed as 36,37
where The AF order parameter, and the renormalized hopping parameter are defined in a similar manner, namely
where g t is presented in Eq. (4a) and The non-zero correlated gap at n = 1 for low-U values provides an evidence for a gossamer superconductivity.
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It appears when the pure SC phase is stable at the half filling. For U t ≈ 10.6 and n = 1, where AF+SC phase sets in, the correlated gap ∆ transition are presented in Fig. 6 in the bottom panel.
The critical U t value for the disappearance of ∆ S is marked by the dotted vertical line. For the sake of completeness, in Fig. 7 we present the dependencies of the renormalization factors g t , g s , g ∆ , g m , and in Table I we list representative values of the parameters calculated for the following phases: PM (U t = 5, δ = 0.1), SC (U t = 12, δ = 0.03), and AF+SC (U t = 12, δ = 0.001). The energies in the columns should not be compared directly as they correspond to different set of parameters. Numerical accuracy is at the level of the last digit specified.
V. CONCLUSION AND COMMENTS
We have analyzed in detail the effective Hamiltonian considered previously in Refs. 36, 37, and 39 in the statistically-consistent Gutzwiller approximation (SGA). However, in contrast to those references we consider a richer structure of the SC gap (the components ∆ S and ∆ T ). As a result, a much narrower region of the coexistence of AF and SC is obtained for U ≳ 10 t . We have checked that the bare amplitude ∆ T is about 10 3 times smaller than that of ∆ S (similarly, ∆ Table I . Values of the parameters obtained for the PM phase (U t = 5 and δ = 0.3), for SC phase (U t = 12 and δ = 0.03), and for the AF+SC phase (U t = 12 and δ = 0.001). The calculations were made for the lattice with Λ = 1024 × 1024 sites. The numerical accuracy is at the last digit specified. tity (contradictory when m ≠ 0)! It simply means that a more sophisticated approach is necessary. We claim that such approach is provided by SGA, where the Lagrange multipliers are introduced for each operator for which average appears in the mean-field Hamiltonian. In other words, without incorporating the multipliers, the free energy functional F is minimized in too extended space containing, along with the physical, also such configurations which lead to statistical inconsistency. Using the constraints, this space is limited only to the subspace, in which such an inconsistency does not appear. Hence, the energy obtained in SGA can be either equal or even higher than the energy obtained using non-consistent approaches. Different formulations, in which the model is solved in the self-consistent way are presented also in Refs. 52 and 53.
In SGA method an effective single-particle approach with conditions (20a)-(20k) is proposed. In such an approach the question of a pseudogap is not addressed directly. For that purpose one has to generalize the approach to include e.g. the spin sector of the excitations.
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As in this approach the antiferromagnetism is built in automatically, work on an extension of this approach to include the magnetic fluctuations in the paramagnetic phase is in progress. In the main text, the uniform bond order parameter for i and j sites indicating the nearest neighbors is defined as ⟨ĉ † iσĉ jσ ⟩ 0 ≡ χ AB , i.e. it was assumed that ⟨ĉ † iσĉ jσ ⟩ 0 is real. More generally, since the sublattice A contains the sites, where the majority spin is ↑ and the sublattice B the sites, where majority spin is ↓, it should have been written (for i and j being the nearest neighbors) in the form where χ o−c is an average of the operator describing the hopping of an electron from a site which belongs to the sublattice, where the average spin is opposite to the spin of the electron, to the site which belongs to the sublattice, where average spin is congruent to the spin of the electron. χ o−c describes opposite situation. It brings us to the general expression that
where χ AB ≡ 
where τ ij ≡ 1 for j = i ±x and τ ij ≡ −1 for j = i ±ŷ. For the staggered magnetic moment m AF = 0 one can assume that∆ A =∆ B . However, when m AF ≠ 0, the order parameter∆ A is a product of two operators which both annihilate electrons whose spin is congruent to the average spin of individual sites. On the contrary,∆ B is a product of two operators annihilating electrons whose spin is opposite to the average spin of individual sites. Hence,∆ A and∆ B could be, in general, complex numbers. Let us indicate∆ A ≡ (∆ A , δ∆ A ) and∆ B ≡ (∆ B , δ∆ B ), where in the brackets there are provided the real and imaginary parts of the corresponding gaps, respectively. The only part of ⟨Ĥ eff ⟩ 0 which is dependent on∆ A and∆ B is ⟨Ŝ i ⋅Ŝ j ⟩ 0 which can be evaluated in the form
